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Letter from 
the Editors 
Hello loyal readers! 
How has your past few months 
been? 
GREAT!! 
We would like to first introduce our-
selves to you. My name is Natalia 
Santillan and I attend Lane Tech cur 
rently in my junior year. I am Editor-
in-Chief for New Expression News 
Magazine along with May Millon. 
She is also a junior, atending Lake 
View High school. 
First of all, we would to like to say a 
bit of who we are. We are a publi-
cation By Teens, For Teens, about 
Teens. We will be printing every two 
months, which will consist of having 
digest, the real hardcore news, fea-
tures, entertainment, and a page 
dedicated to all you sports fanatics. 
In the past, we have had many com-
plicated situations,.but we have a 
new face and a new attitude. We are 
all about you and reporting news 
that is about you! And we mean that 
in every way. 
We are focusing our stories on the 
aid, which many Chicago Public 
Schools have undergone to benefit 
Victims of the Hurricane Katrina dis-
aster. We also have a story in which 
one of our staff reporters focuses on 
the gas prices and the effect it took 
upon teens. Our entertainment 
section spotlights the recent release 
of J.K. Rowlings' Harry Potter and 
the Half-Blood Prince. 
We hope you enjoy this month's 
issue! 
Natalia Santillan and May Millon 
Editors-in-Chief 
P.S. We are NOT a tabloid-style 
paper. 
editor@ newexpression.org 
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NEWS BRIEFS 
John Roberts: Chief Justice of Supreme Court 
Supreme Court Justice Nominee John Roberts has settled in the 
Supreme Court. Supreme Court Justice John Rehnquist's replacement 
has found his place, among the rest and has undergone his first weeks 
thriving arguments. John Roberts is the 17th chief justice of the Supreme 
Court. All 55 of the Senate's Republicans and half of the Democrats voted 
78-22 in favor of Roberts. Roberts, at 50, 1s the youngest chief justice in 
more than two centuries. In a lifetime post, Roberts could have a major 
impact on the legal system. 
Hurricane Rita Hits 
the Gulf Coast 
'Idol' Singer Illiterate 
On September 24, 2005, Hurricane Rita hit along the 
Gulf of Mexico, not longafter Hurricane Katrina, which is 
considered to be the worst natural disaster in America. 
According to the US National Hurricane Center, winds of 
up to 120mph (193km/h) were recorded when hurricane 
Rita hit land but winds had since dropped to around 
75mph. Rita is on record as being the strongest 
measured hurricane to ever have entered the Gulf of 
Mexico. As time went on, she went from category two to 
an intensified category five, the highest ranking used by 
the National Hurricane Center. Fortunately, the hurricane 
wasn't as severe as expected; however, there were 
some extensive damage done in many parts of the Gulf. 
The hurricane left millions without electricity. Unlike hur-
ricane Katrina, the death rate wasn't very intensive. Only 
six of them were direct deaths resulting from Rita. 
In a recent 20/20 interview, Fantasia 
Barrino, the 2004 winner of the Fox 
talent show Amencan Idol, adm1tted 
that at age 21, she IS almost com-
pletely unable to read or write. The 
singer stated that while competmg in 
the third season of the show, she 
would already be familiar with many 
of the tunes she had performed and 
would learn additional lyrics by lis-
tening to the song. "I think it's sad, 
because she wanted to sing but 
doesn't have an education," says 
Kiara Welch. 16. Barrino claims that 
after being raped by a peer while in 
the 9th grade, she lost interested in 
school and was afraid to return. The 
singer is now taking reading lessons 
with tutors. 
Miers withdraws Supreme Court nomination 
Under attacks from conservatives, Harriet Miers has withdrawn her nomi-
nation to the U.S. Supreme Court. In a statement, President Bush said he 
~reluctantly accepted" her decision to withdraw, after weeks of insisting that he 
did not want her to step down. Bush said Miers withdrew because of a bipar-
tisan effort in Congress to gain access to internal documents related to her 
current role as counsel to the president. In a letter dated on October 27, 2005 
Miers said she was concerned that the confirmation process "would create a 
burden for the White House and our staff that is not in the best interest of the 
country." She noted that members of the Senate had indicated their intention to 
seek documents about her service in the White House in order to judge whether 
to support her nomination to the Supreme Court. 
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Animal Rescue Programs For 
Hurricane Katrina 
By: Devin Ross 
Walter Payton College Prep 
I t's safe to say that Hurricane Katrina has left an tmprint on many hearts 
in the nation. Families not only have had to cope with the loss of relabves, but 
also the loss of cherished pets. 
When Hurricane Katnna hit New Orteans, VlciJms tncluded both humans and 
animals. To some families, their beloved pets were just as important as thetr rela-
tives. Once the hurricane had passed, just as many cats and dogs were left 
homeless as humans. In order to relieve some broken hearts, multiple animal 
adoption agendas are taking in pets. Some companies have also set up programs 
where owners can be reunited with their pets once again. Petfinder.com is an example. 
Petfinder.com has a program called the Animal Emergency Response 
Network. This network is a place where owners can come and post a 
description or a photo of their lost pet for anyone who may have seen them or 
taken them into their own custody. The program also offers a place where pet 
owners are able to post the last known locabon of their pets so that rescuers can 
find them. Not many animal adoption 
::am•ru-'""' have the generous programs 
Petfinder.com does. 
Here tn Chicago, the Anb-Cruetty 
,~;OCI,Atv is contnbuting tn as many ways 
possible. The Soctety has been around 
since 1899 and has many different 
services. Their services include 
raining animals for special 
sR,rvu~ss ,adoption programs, spaying 
neutenng and education pro-
l.o.IIWIIP'J!grams that promote interest in 
nee the organtzatlon is offering free vet-
erinary care for any animal that belongs to a family that has been displaced by 
Hurricane Katrina They also have announced just recently that all proceeds from 
their "Irs Raining Cats and Dogs• benefit will go directly to support the Hurricane 
Katrina victims. The benefit includes food and drink, along with auctions and music. 
The price tag of a ticket is $100. 
One other organization that is offering care for Katrina animals is PAWS 
Chicago. PAWS, like other adoption agencies, receive no federal or state funding, 
but rely solely on donations to stay up and running. A short time ago, on October 
5, PAWS Chicago transferred abandoned animals from a shelter In Arkansas. 
This was their third rescue mission for Hurricane Katrina. They had rescued 
more than 80 animals from the southern part of the nation. 
Katrina Victims Come To Chicago 
By VIncent Dixon 
Gwendolyn Brooks 
Last September, Category 5 Hurricane Katrina swept through the Central Gulf 
Coast, hitting several Amertcan cities and states including Biloxi Mississippi and 
New Orleans, Louisiana. The storm lasted for hours and caused significant 
damage. Homes were destroyed, lives were lost and citizens were stranded. 
After the hurricane hit, many cities across the nation lent helping hands to ease 
the sorrow of survivors. Chicago Public Schools welcomed homeless and 
schooless students to Chicago's public education system. 
In a press release issued last month, Chief Education Officer Dr. Barbara 
Eason-Watl<ins stated that If families displaced by the disaster decided to come to 
Chicago, Chicago Public School (CPS) will embrace them. 
High schools such as Gwendolyn Brooks College Preparatory and Fenger High 
School were among the schools that accepted the students. 
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The Effect Gas Prices 
have on Teens 
By:Tywanna Lesley 
John Hope 
One of the most tmportant and excrtmg bmes in a teen's life Is when they receive 
thetr driver's license and their very hrst car. It's a bme of liberation and becoming of 
age. Most teens want cars because of the enjoyment, as well as, the convenience 
of getting around, but recently thts pnVIIege has come With a heavy price. Not only 
are adults haVIng a hard bme With accepbng the increase in gas prices, but teens 
are, as well. 
More teens are becoming discouraged and Irritated by the 1ncrease of gas prices 
and becoming less Interested in driving. 
"The increase in gas prices Is hke the worst thing ever," said Amisha Drain, 16 
year old Junior at John Hope Htgh Schoo. "I wish rt would godown to like one fifty. 
When the gas was three filly-nine a gallon. I wanted to stop driving. I said I was 
going to start nding my bike." 
Although teens are aware of the basic reasons of why the gas prices have 
tncreased, Hurricanes Katrina and Rita, they do not know In detail why they, them-
selves, have become vicllms of thiS natural disaster. 
Scott Dean, BP Connect Company Spokesman swd, "18% of U.S. refimng 
capaCity is out of serVIce, due to Humcanes Katrina and Rtta, which caused the 
shortage of supply of gasoline." 
According to Reuter's News, U.S. fuel demand has fallen nearty 3 percent below 
last year's levels due to soaring gasoline prices, which struck a record above $3 a 
gallon at the pumps after Humcane Katrina hit the Gulf Coast, shutting down several 
oil refineries. The government reported that 73.2% of Gulf oil production is closed 
because of Rtta-related evacuations and leftover Katnna damage. Unllke most 
adults, the majority of teens only have part time jobs and make low wages. This Will 
cause a damper on their funds, considenng now that most of their money will be 
going towards gas. 
"I probably won't try to drive as much when I get my car If the gas prices are still 
htgh because I'll be paying for my own gas," said Keyara Woods, 16 year old Junior 
at Hope. 
Chicago tsn't the only city affected by the high gas prices, this is happening in 
other states, as well. Reported by USATODAY, retail gasoline prices shot from $2.68 
a gallon before Katrina hit to a peak na!Jonwide average of $3.06 Sept. 5, a few 
days after Katrina knocked out most petroleum and natural gas operations in the 
Gulf. Dean said that the prices differ in vanous states because they all do not have 
the same supply. If the gas prices continue to rise, many people may stop driVIng 
and start flndtng other means of transportation, like public transportation and 
bicycles, etc. Some may continue to drive and hope that the prices decrease and 
others may decide that the prices are too much to handle. In the eyes of the many 
drivers this too Is considered a natural dtsaster. 
"If gas prices become any higher, I might have to go back to my bus cards," said 
Bryant Triplett, 16 year old Junior at John Hope high school. "I hope the prices come 
back down soon." 
CPS requested that all schools immediately enroll students displaced by the hur-
ricane. The homeless students betng enrolled from the south undergo the same 
process as homeless CPS students in Chicago. Parents and students are asked 
to present proof that the student Is a disaster evacuee, medical records and 
proof that they belong In the grade they are applytng for. Students with special 
needs are also encouraged to enroll. 
"It's not their fault about what happened down there," says Antoinette 
Rucker, a junior at Gwendolyn Brooks. "They deserve an education too and we 
should try to accommodate them the best we can until things get better." 
In September, CPS also held School Supplies Drives tor additional clothing, 
utensils and donation that may assist the students. 
"This is a difficult time for the families that have evacuated to Chicago 
from 
Louslana. The last thing we want them to be thinking about is how to get school 
supplies and uniform for their kids," saysArne Duncan, Chicago Public School 
CEO, In a September press release. 
Though the transferring students of the south may want to forget about the 
disasters, CPS ensures them that their best Interests are at heart here In Chicago. 
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Bush Rejects Help From Chavez 
By: Whitney Helm 
Young Women's 
Leadership Charter 
School 
Have you ever been to the mall with armed 
guards? Or, had to be guarded everywhere you 
went? This past summer, the 16th annual World 
Youth and Students Festival which promotes 
non-violence and peace took place in Caracas, 
Venezuela - a not-so-well known enemy of the 
United States. The Americans who visited were 
escorted around with guards at all times and it 
was strictly enforced not to stray off of schedule 
in fear that if something did happen the United 
States Government would have fuel against 
Venezuela. 
Although not heavily publicized by the media. 
Venezuela and the United States Government 
have been at odds since 2001- President Bush's 
first presidential term. The Hugo Chavez 
Administration's polic1es did not sit well with the 
United States. These policies disagreed with 
ideas such as imperialism and communism, they 
also included ways in which the country could 
reduce poverty and promote a participatory 
democracy. Another factor that contributed to the 
disagreement was that the world's fourth largest 
oil provider was a well-known friend of Cuban 
President Fidel Castro, who the United States 
Government had been trying to overthrow for 40 
years. 
The United States Government made many 
disapproving statements about the Venezuelan 
government in 2001 after they expressed much 
disagreement with the post- September 11th 
bombing in Afghanistan and the war that fol-
lowed. The difficulties became more apparent 
when earlier this year broadcaster Pat Robertson 
said 'If he (Chavez) thinks we're (The U.S. 
Government) are trying to assassinate him, I 
think we ought to go ahead and do it.' The 
statement was dismissed by the U.S. 
Government saying that Robertson has the right 
of any private citizen to say whatever he wants, 
but the views do not represent those views of the 
United States. 
6 
Even with the continuing disagreement 
between the U.S. Government and Venezuela. 
Venezuela was still the first country to offer assis-
tance to the U.S. in dealing with Hurricane 
Katrina. On Wednesday, August 31st, President 
Chavez announced that the Venezuelan owned 
gas station, CITGO Petroleum Corporation, had 
pledged $1 million dollars for Hurricane aid. 'It's 
a terrible tragedy that our North American 
brothers are living through, we have a battalion 
from Simon Bolivar humanitarian team ready in 
case they authorize us to go there, if they give us 
the green light, • said Chavez. Along with the 
pledged money he offered two mobile hospital 
units each capable of assisting 150 people, 10 
water purifying plants, 18 electricity generates, 
20 tons of bottled water , 120 rescue operations, 
and 50 tons of canned food. There was no 
response from Government officials, unlike with 
Cuba who offered to send 1 ,1 00 doctors and 34 
tons of medical aid was refused by White House 
Spokeperson Scott McClellan saying that "We 
don't want Fidel Castro's ald. • Some disagree 
with Bush's stance on rejecting aid from 
Venezuela. 
"Bush has no right to put the safety of the people 
of the U.S. behind anything, even, or maybe 
especially political agenda' says Maura Ross, 
16, a Junior at Young WomenOs Leadership 
Charter School. 
This information hasn't been covered a lot by the 
media, but for those who know about the 
impending difficulties they have began to 
question President Bush's actions. 
'I don't think President Bush should deny help 
from anyone, he needs all the help he can get.' 
said Josalyn Brand, 15, Junior at Perspective 
Charter School. 
With the existing relationship between the two 
countries it is hard to imagine that an offer would 
be made but Chavez has a history of giving 
back. Last year, the leader spent four billion 
dollars in oil profits on Social Programs and State 
money, also, he funded neighborhood food pro-
grams. 
Chavez has been very givng toward the U.S. 
along with the previous offer of donating money 
and medical aid. He has also offered to provide 
cheaper gas for the pooer communities in the 
U.S. saying that ' We want to sell gasoline fuel 
directly to the poorer communities in the United 
States,· Chavezs went on to say the exorbitant 
price of oil is caused by the speculation on muti-
nationals and intermediaries if those prices were 
cut out gas would be alot cheaper. Some see this 
outpouring of generosity as a peace offering. 
'I think that it was dumb to reject the offer 
because even with their current relationship,if 
they're offering to help they could be heading 
towards peace between the two countries,' said 
James Roberson ,18, a Student at Englewood 
High School. 
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Hurricane Wilma Hits Florida 
enhanced satellllt ornage. lhe cent., of Humcane Wilma 
com.ng ashool at Cape Romano. Fla at about 6 30 a m 
Monday. Oct 24 ~ Photo) 
By: NE staff 
Hurricane Wilma plowed tnto southwest Aonda ear1y 
Monday wtth howltng 125 mph winds and dashed 
across the state to the Miamt-Fort Lauderdale area, 
blowing ou1 windows 1n skyscrapers, peeling away 
roofs and knocking out power to millions of people. At 
three deaths 1n Aonda were blamed on the storm. 
As 1t made its away across the state, Wtlma caused 
widespread damage, flattentng trees, teanng off 
screens, breaking water ma1ns. littenng the streets With 
signs and downed power lines, and tumtng debns 1nto 
mtssiles. Officials sa1d it was the most damaging hur-
ricane to hit the Fort Lauderdale area s1nce 1950. 
The same storm that brought rUin over the weekend to 
resort towns along Mexico's Yucatan Coast came 
ashore 1n Florida as a strong Category 3 hurncane, but 
within hours had weakened into a Category 2 wtth 
winds of 105 mph. Early 1n the afternoon, 1t was back 
up to Category 3 with 115 mph wtnds as 1t swirled out 
in the open Atlantic. 
In Cuba, rescuers used scuba gear, inflatable rafts and 
amphibious vehicles to pull nearly 250 people from 
their flooded homes in Havana after Wtlma sent huge 
waves crashing into the capital city and swamped 
neighborhoods up to four blocks tnland w1th 3 feet of 
water. 
In Cancun, Mexico, troops and federal police moved In 
to control looting at stores and shopping centers 
ripped open by the hurncane, and hunger and frus-
tration mounted among Mexicans and stranded 
tourists. President Vicente Fox announced plans to 
start evacuating some 30,000 frazzled tourists even as 
he worked to restore the profitable Image of a carefree 
beachfront paradise. 
Wilma, Florida's eighth hurricane in 15 months and the 
21st storm in the busiest Atlantic hurricane season on 
record, came ashore In Florida at 6:30 a.m. EDT near 
Cape Romano, 22 miles south of Naples, spinning off 
November 2005 
tom a does and bnngtng a potential lor up to 1 0 inches 
of ra1n, the National Hurncane Center satd. 
The humcane 1s expected to race up the Atlantic 
Seaboard and reach the coast of Canada by early 
Wednesday. Forecasters said that 1t should stay 
largely offshore along most of the East Coast, but 
another storm system com1ng 1n behtnd rt from the 
west could bnng heavy ram to New England and the 
Mtd-Atlanbc states on Tuesday. 
The storm flooded large seCtions of Key West and 
other areas and knocked ou1 power to up to 3.2 mtllion 
homes and businesses as 1t rushed across the state 
and buffeted heavtly populated Mlamt-Dade, Broward 
and Palm Beach counlles on the Atlantic coast wtth 
gusts over 1 00 mph 
In Fort Lauderdale, the hurncane blew ou1 wtndows 1n 
numerous skyscrapers. In downtown M1am1, broken 
glass from skyscrapers littered some streets and Side-
walks in the Bnckell Avenue finanetal distnct. A broken 
water ma1n sprayed abou1 15 feet 1n the rur, floodtng 
lour or ftve blocks of the avenue wtth up to 6 tnches of 
water. 
A gust was clocked at 104 mph at the Nattonal 
Hurncane Center 1n M1am1, caus1ng howling even 1n 
the bunker-like building 
More than 33,000 people were 1n shelters across the 
state. But no mandatory evacuations were ordered 
along Flonda's heavtly populated east coast. And 1n 
the low-lying Flonda Keys, not even 10 percent of the 
Keys' 78,000 hardy, storm-tested restdents evacuated, 
Shenff Rtchard Roth satd. Thts was the fourth hur-
ricane evacuatton of the Keys th1s year. 
About 35 percent of Key West was flooded, tncludlng 
the a1rport, sa1d Jay Gewtn, an ass1stant to the island 
city's mayor. U.S. 1, the only highway connecting the 
Keys to the matnland, was flooded. 
President Bush signed a disaster declaration for hur-
ricane-damaged areas and promised swtft act1on to 
help the Vtcbms. 
'We have preposltloned food, medtctne, communica-
tions equipment, urban search-and-rescue teams,· he 
said. ' We will work closely with local and state author-
lites to respond to this hurncane.' 
While the Federal Emergency Management Agency 
was bitterly cnticlzed for its sluggish response to 
Hurricane Katrina, this time the agency had people 
working side by side with state emergency officials, 
said David Paullson, acting FEMA director. 
'We are going to make sure that we have good visi-
bility on anything that's going on the ground to make 
sure we ... understand exactly what's happening,' he 
said on CBS. 
State and federal offietals had trucks of tee and food 
ready FEMA was prepared to send 1n dozens of mil-
Itary helicopters and 13.2 mtlhon ready-to-eat meals. 
Weary forecasters also monrtored TropiCal Depress1on 
Alpha, whtch became the record·breaktng 22nd named 
storm of the 2005 Atlantic season. Alpha, whtch 
drenched Ha1t1 and the Domtmcan Republic on 
Sunday, was not constdered a threat to the Untied 
States 
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TEEN EXPRESSIONS { 
Kanye West on Bush 
During a concert for Hurricane Katrina victims on Sept. 2nd, Rapper Kanye West 
claimed that President •George W. Bush doesn't care about black people," and 
that America is set up, "to help the poor, the black people and the less well-off as 
slow as possible. • 
Do you agree with Kanye West? Do you agree that race was the primary 
factor in the poor handling of the Hurricane relief? 
Christine Horst-16 years old Lane Tech 
"I disagree with the statement I don't think that 
it was a racial issue. I think it just exposed the 
fallacies in the Bush administration,· the lack of 
response was only proof of not being prepared. 
I do agree with the fact that he said it. I think it 
was what was needed to get people to care. 
The controversy brought light to the issue. 
Christine Capuno 16 years old Lane Tech 
1 don't really agree with what he said. I think 
he was just caught in the moment and he 
didn't really mean what he said" 
Ken Lazaro- 16 years old Lane Tech 
1 agree because quite frankly, I don't care 
about Bush because all he cares about is the 
rich people." 
lshaq Lachln-16 years old Lane Tech 
11ike Kanye West and his music but you cant 
blame Bush for evety!hing, there are many 
levels of government, blame one of them 
instead." 
November 2005 
Miriam Vargas 17 years old Lane Tech 
'1 don 'f think it was a racial statement because 
he was just telling his opinion. Aren't we free to 
express our opinions? Plus it is a fact that he 
(Bush) didn 'f react slowly to the situation, so 
West wasn 'f really lying. " 
Vanessa Bowe- 16 years old Lane Tech 
"I think Kanye s comment was rude and 
ignorant There may be truth to his word but 
there is no actual proof of it I think the way 
Kanye West blurted out that comment was 
completely unprofessional. n 
Jovonne Ricks 17 years old Lane Tech 
''I'm glad someone had the guts to say that 
Whether !hats true or not. 11 should have been 
brought up already. Plus, the way Kanye West 
dresses is hotr 
Shane Dunn-16 years old Lane Tech 
"I think that the accusations that Pres1dent Bush 
does not like black people are false. I myself 
am whats called 'black' but those who accuse 
Bush forget that in any disaster, the poor suffer 
the most. New Orleans is mostly a black city, 
with many poor, thus, mostly black people have 
suffered from the governments slow response. n 
Photos by Natalia Santillan 
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NEWS 
Rosa Parks Dies At 92 
By: NE Staff 
Rosa Parks, Civil Rights icon who refused to 
relinquish her seat to a white man on a city bus 
in Montgomery, Ala., almost 50 years ago, died 
Monday. She was 92. Parks' had been in frail 
health since the late 1990s and suffered from 
dementia in recent years, the Detroit Free Press 
reported. Dennis Archer, the former mayor of 
Detroit, who served as Parks' guardian, con-
firmed her death. Prominent African American 
leaders are speaking out about her death and on 
how she had a big impact on the Civil Rights 
Movement. 
"Rosa Parks was a genuine American hero," 
Sen. Barack Obama (D-Ill.) said in a statement. 
"Through her courage and by her example, she 
helped lay the foundation for a country that could 
begin to live up to its creed." 
Rep. Jesse Jackson Jr. (D-Ill.) said: "She was 
a very small woman who had a big impact. Rosa 
Parks became the ·mother of the civil rights 
movement' because 50 years ago 
she sat down, and inspired a 
modern civil rights movement to 
stand up." 
History: 
On December 1,1955, Parks was 
arrested, convicted of violating 
the segregation laws and fined 
$10. In response, blacks in 
Montgomery boycotted the buses 
for nearly 13 months while ••--
mounting a successful Supreme Court challenge 
to the Jim Crow law that enforced their second-
class status on the public bus system. Martin 
Luther King Jr., 26, was captivated by the events 
that took place on the bus. Meeting at Dexter 
Avenue Baptist Church, the ministers and their 
congregations formed the Montgomery 
Improvement Association and elected the young 
Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr. as president. 
The boycott was extremely successful, lasting 
over 380 days. When the case was taken to the 
Supreme Court, the Justices declared that segre-
gation of the Montgomery buses was illegal and 
officially desegregated them on December 20, 
1956. 
In refusing to move, she risked legal sanction 
and perhaps even physical harm, but she also 
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set into motion something far beyond the control 
of the city authorities. Parks clarified for public 
consumption far beyond Montgomery the cruelty 
and humiliation inherent in the laws and customs 
of segregation. Speaking in 1992, she said 
history too often maintains "that my feet were 
hurting and I didn't know why I refused to stand 
up when they told me. But the real reason of my 
not standing up was I felt that I had a right to be 
treated as any other passenger. We had endured 
that kind of treatment for too long." 
• At the time I was arrested I had no idea it 
would turn into this," Parks said 30 years later. "It 
was just a day like any other day. The only thing 
that made it significant was that the masses of 
the people joined in." Parks at the time had been 
very active in the Montgomery NAACP chapter. 
She and her husband, Raymond, a barber, had 
taken part in voter registration drives and helped 
raise money for the defense of the Scottsboro 
Boys, a cause celebre among rights advocates, 
who asserted that nine black youths were 
wrongly accused of raping two white women in 
Alabama in 1931 . But as she rushed home from 
her job as a seamstress at a department store on 
Dec. 1, 1955, the last thing 
on her mind was becoming 
"the mother of the civil 
rights movement," as many 
would later describe her. 
She had to send out 
notices of the NAACP's 
coming election of officers. 
And she had to 
prepare for the leadership 
workshop where she would 
be the host for teenagers 
= that weekend. 
"So it was not a time for me to be planning to get 
arrested," she said in an interview in 1988. 
Recalling the incident for "Eyes on the Prize, • a 
1987 public television series on the civil rights 
movement, Parks said: 
"When he saw me still sitting, [the bus driver] 
asked if I was going to stand up and I said, ·No, 
I'm not.' And he said, 'Well, if you don't stand up, 
I'm going to have to call the police and have you 
arrested.' I said, ' You may do that."' 
Her arrest was the answer to prayers for the 
Women's Political Council, which was set up in 
1946 in response to the mistreatment of black 
bus riders, and for E.D. Nixon, a leading 
advocate of equality for blacks in Montgomery. 
Blacks had been arrested, and even killed, for 
disobeying bus drivers. The women's council dis-
tributed 35,000 copies of a handbill that urged 
blacks to boycott the buses on Monday, Dec. 5, 
the day of Parks' trial. 
Finally, on Nov. 13, 1956, in the case of 
Browder vs. Gayle, the U.S. Supreme Court out-
lawed segregation on the city's buses. The court 
order arrived in Montgomery on Dec. 20; the 
boycott ended the next day. But the violence 
escalated. 
Early the next year, the Parkses left 
Montgomery for Hampton, Va., largely because 
Parks had been unable to find work but also 
because of disagreements with King and other 
leaders of the city's struggling civil rights 
movement. In Virginia, Parks worked as hostess 
in the faculty dining hall at the Hampton Institute, 
a black college. 
Parks received both the Presidential Medal of 
Freedom and Congressional Gold Medal for her 
work as the mother of the civil rights movement. 
In 1995, Parks told the Detroit Free Press how 
she wanted to be remembered. "I'd like people to 
say I'm a person who always wanted to be free 
and wanted it not only for myself; freedom is for 
all human beings, • she said. Rosa Louise 
McCauley was born in Tuskegee, Ala., on Feb. 4, 
1913, the elder of Leona and James McCauley's 
two children. Parks' husband, Raymond, died in 
1977. There are no immediate survivors. 
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POINT & COUNTER PONIT 
po\N1' Should We Rebuild New Orleans? 0 0UNTER P INT 
A Golden Opportunity -
Rebuilding New Orleans 
by My-Phuong Ly 
If Oprah's Wildest Dream bus came to you, wouldn't 
you be happy and tell her your dream? The same 
th1ng would apply to rebuilding New Or1eans. One has 
to remember that 11 IS a h1stonc place for the na110n. 
The place has a nch history of mus1c, food, an thet 
contributes to the un~queness of th1s oty; h is stiU a 
home to hundreds of fam11ies and IndiVIdualS who lost 
their home 1n the d1saster. Why? Because they grew 
up With the culture Infused 1n them, because they have 
their share of memories at that place lllere are also 
countless numbers of fami11es com1ng back to New 
Or1eans, w1th hope that they can find a way to live 
agam. The federal government cannot poSSible expect 
the families there to leave their hometown and thnve In 
an unfamiliar settJng. New Or1eans was a cntical place 
where the Un1ted States lost near1y half of its food 
exports and 1s the reason why gas pnce5 were ra1sed 
by near1y 30%. New Or1eans was a place that started 
off with nch resources but was under protected from 
nature's harm. 
New Or1eans would be a fresh 
new beg1nn1ng. It would be a 
t1me for the asp1nng gen~uses 
na!Jonw1de, and 1f the United 
States 1s Willing to accept fore1gn 
help, 11 would be wor1dw1de. New 
Or1eans would have to be rebUilt 
because 11 IS connected to the 
MISSISSippi R1ver If New Or1eans 
IS not to be rebUilt, the flooding 
may affect other c11Jes and also leave them m rUinS. 
Th1s would be a chance to put 1ntemat1onal ideas 
together to form a c1ty wh1ch could Withstand future 
disasters. Ideas can be bought up on how 
to have the Sill from the nver arnve 1nto the c1ty, how to 
have the wetlands back, and how the city cen be 
rebuilt considenng the sea level. If Italy can live with 
the City below sea level, and s1nk1ng every year, why 
can't the Untied States? Hav1ng many 1deas would 
quicken up the process and can help to create a 
neutral alliance between Un1ted States and the fore1gn 
countnes.Th1s would also be a grand opportunity for 
environmentalist to recreate the natural environment 
that was there before. Th1s would be a profit In two 
reasons: one, hav1ng the natural surroundings be back 
in New Or1eans would serve to help protect the city. 
Two, It would add on to the tounst attractions that 
would boost up the economy. Th1s would also create 
jobopportunilles for those in need of JObs and expe· 
rience. 
As for the $2.5 million to rebUild, If we were to 
receive help from foreign countries, the amount would 
even be lower. This Is not a time to have pride, but a 
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bme to rece1ve the opportunity with open arms. With 
many great m1ndsworkmg t ther mtemabonally, the 
oty would eventually become prosperous and the 
country would have more allres After the Ch1cago 
River, the oty was rebUilt and turned out to be better 
than ever. The same goes for San FranCISCO and the 
earthquake. Just take a look at the numerous other 
cities and countnes that has been affected by natural 
disasters D1d they leave the place there and g1ve up? 
Absolutely not! They planned ways torebu1ld the com· 
munity, even better than before. To qu1cken up the 
aspect and reduce the amount to rebuild, compan1es 
and certa1n ind1v1duals can be asked to donate as 
much as they could. If the Umted States can spend 
more than $200 billion to a1d other countnes, wouldn't 
a $2.5 m111ion seem like a small amount? 
Not to Rebuild New Orleans 
By Natalia Santillan, Lane TechHlgh School 
To rebUild or not to 
rebuild .. . that 1S the ques!Jon 
The quest1on that many people 
have pondered after the 
effects that Katnna took these 
past few weeks. Reburld1ng 
New Or1eans, the Lower N1nth 
to be more prec1se. would take 
much t1me and effort from not 
only the federal and state leg· 
1slature but also from the 
Amencan people. The ne1ghborhood as the 
Lower N1nth IS known to have been hit much harder 
than any other ne1ghborhood 1n New Or1eans. 
Floodwater from Hurncane Katnna has caused many 
to be displaced 1n Circumstances wh1ch are qUite 
unknown to many of us, desolallon. despa•r. and 
extreme anx1ety over loved ones. The tons of water 
abroad the Lower N1nth has caused the City to be a 
tox1n for those whom are unravel1ng the disaster left 
After Humcane Katnna, IS about bme we have 
learned a lesson. New Orleans, as overly stated, is 
one of many CttJes in the Un1ted States built under sea 
level, wh1ch makes It quite prone to many floods of the 
Lake Pontchartra1n and prone to hurricanes. mak1ng it 
much more vulnerable to damage that comes from 
natural forces To rebUild would be a nsk that devel-
opers and state leg1slature The Lower N1nth was 
known to be a very cnme-ndden neighborhood, where 
much of the loot1ng took place dunng the d1saster. To 
rebuild and to bnng back much of the populat1on to a 
new. sparkling City would not be w1se. and a poor 
Investment 
The approximate cost to rebUild New Or1eans, 
accord1ng to Insurers. IS said to surpass $25 b1lhon and 
IS shll QUJte vague. Though the money flowing tn to 
help 1n atd IS qu1te large, much more money Will be 
needed to rebu1ld andmuch would be needed from the 
average Amencan taxpayer. Another inttlative has nsen 
amongst debates, that accepting a1d from other coun· 
tnes m1ght establish new relationships w1th fore1gn 
countries. But 1f such <lid were to tncrease our seven 
trillion dollar debt, would such fanattcal plan to rebuild 
New Or1eans be equipped? Some see that rebU1Id1ng 
the Lower Ninth would be a plot to force out black from 
thelr neighborhoods and abandon thetr Afncan 
Amencan culture. (According to NPR, 20,000 of the 
inhabitants 1n the Lower N1nth ore of Afncan American 
descent.) What steps should be taken then? Rebuild 
New Or1eans and 1ncrease the debt of the Un~ted 
States? Or raze New Orleans, and save a poor 
investment from occurring and possibly loostng $25 
billion while on the steps towards reconstruction? One 
should be wiser to choose sav1ng investments of 
American taxpayers 
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COLLEGE DAYS 
By: Tywanna Lesley 
John Hope 
Last year, In the m1ddle of my sophomore 
year, I tried to transfer from my current high 
school on the south Side of Chicago to a 
school on the North side of Chicago, entering 
my JUniOr year. I attended my school for three 
years, going on four, and I felt that it was t1me 
for a change. I wanted to expenence a dif-
ferent env1ronment and attend a school that I 
knew the Board of Educat1on would actually 
care about. It's obv1ous that most of these 
schools out North are properly taken care of 
by the Board of Ed. They are better equ1pped, 
highly funded, and they are provided with up 
to date facilities, wh1ch 1s completely b1as on 
many d1fferent levels. 
I am an A+ student With exceptional creden-
tials, therefore , I thought that maybe I had a 
chance of be10g accepted 10to at least one of 
the schools I applied to. I applied to Whitney 
Young, Lane Tech, and Jones College Prep. I 
wa1ted numerous of months for a reply from 
any school and 10 July, I rece1ved my first 
response, from Whitney Young. I was told by 
Young that my grades were excellent; 
however, my test scores weren't up to the1r 
expectations I wasn't too d1sappo10ted, 
Whitney Young 1s a d1ff1cult school to get 
accepted into, so I s1mply put it behmd me 
and moved onto the next school. Lane Tech. 
In late July I rece1ved a letter from Lane that 
read I met all of their requirements, test 
scores and all , but there wasn't enough room. 
At th1s po10t I became worried that I wouldn't 
get accepted mto Jones. In August I was con-
tacted by Jones and they also sa1d that I met 
all of the1r reqUirements, however, there 
wasn't enough room. Of course by this pomt I 
became disappo10ted, wh1ch soon evolved into 
anger I was angry at the1r lud1crous reasons 
of why I wasn't accepted 1010 the1r schools. 
Why couldn't they make room 1f my grades 
were so great and 1f I met all of the reqUire-
ments? My current school was being force9 
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1010 enrolling hundreds of students into their 
school, why couldn't these schools with plenty 
of space make room for one more? Students 
are encouraged to enroll in any school they 
want, but before you can s1gn your name on 
the application sheet, you're be10g JUdged and 
denied. 
The expenence and disappointment made 
me realize how b1as the school system truly IS. 
Yes, they'll make the school on the south s1de 
make room for students, but not their precious 
north side schools, who they care so much 
about. Not only did the "room" issue make me 
angry, but the fact that I, as well as anyone 
else, have to feel that I must transfer from the 
only middle and high school that I am most 
familiar with to another school , just to enjoy 
the luxuries of up to date facilities and better 
equ1pment. All schools should be able to have 
that luxury. No school should have to wa1t to 
get what 1s needed, for example, a repaired 
roof, wh1ch is long overdue at my high school. 
What 1s the reason for the differences in these 
schools? They're all under the same board 
system. so why are they treated differently. It 
can't be that the schools w1th the h1ghest test 
scores get the better equipment, because how 
can anyone be mot1vated to learn anything 
and take a test with 10 year old computers 
that freeze up every five minutes and with the 
Board of Ed treating you like you're worthless 
based on your test scores or what school you 
attend. They rather place medal detectors m 
the schools w1th predominantly Afro-
Americans and Hispanics, then give us 
work10g computers. There are many injustices 
going on w1thm the school system and an edu-
cational revolut1on needs to be evolved to 
confront and stop 11. 
• 
Bail for murder is 
"Excessive bail"? 
r mu 
By: Devin Ross 
Walter Payton College Prep 
Over the past summer, an 
occurrence at the University 
of Illinois at Chicago has 
made me come to realize 
that an individual should 
have no right to be eligible 
for bail if they are being sen-
Bail is usually able to be posted and applied for 
even when the charges are murder. The only way 
that a person cannot be eligible for bail is if The 
Court thinks that the evidence presented greatly sug-
gests that the person is guilty. When the bail is 
deposited, this means that the individual being who 
is being put on trial must show up to court for the set 
date of the trial. The deposit can either consist of 
money or real estate. Here in Illinois, there is a pos-
sibility that the judge may be released by paying only 
1 0% of the bail. 
To me, this counts as unfair treatment. Anyone 
who is being accused of murder should not have the 
privilege of bail. If the individual is suspected of 
murder and is let out on bail, the most predictable 
thing to do is to flee the country. In the Constitution 
of the United States of America, Amendment VIII 
states: "Excessive bail shall not be required, nor 
excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual pun-
ishments inflicted." To me, the capability to be el i-
gible for bail on murder charges qualifies as 
"excessive bail~. 
The incident that occurred at UIC is a good 
example of how bail can be a bad Idea for murder 
suspects. On July 9, 2005, after a party outside of 
the1500 block of South Sangamon Street, a ruckus 
evolved involving UIC students. It is thought that the 
students were intoxicated. The students involved 
included Tombol Malik, Mantas Matulis and Muaz 
Hattar. Malik, 23, was reportedly beaten over the 
head with a bicycle lock by Hattar who is 21 . Hattar 
and Matulis are being charged for first degree 
murder and aggravated battery. However, he posted 
bail for $900,000 and fled the country. No one is sure 
of Hattar's location as of now, but some possible 
places include Lebanon, Egypt, Turkey and Syria 
(where his mother lives). Matulis Is still being held in 
custody. 
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POETRY 
Shadow Follows 
By Ashlelgh Muhammad 
No I don't speak with an accent is that hard for you to understand. 
No I don't slur my words; I speak clearly so my listeners can comprehend. 
People who speak correct English are speaking white it seems. 
I just thought that being articulate and pronouncing each syllable in words 
comes with common English ....... naw mean. 
But maybe I'm mistaken because people have no problem lakin' the lan-
guage and twlstin' it. When did "I'm skraight n I'm goin' down da skreet to get 
sum skrimp sound right?" 
Hook(sing like 50 cent 21 questions); "World ... lt's either judge me now, would 
you love me if I was out and with out a doubt will you still be there for 
me." 
Must we have big lips, broadening hips, and saggy tits or what about buck 
teeth , open flies and thick thighs ? 
Should we grab our crotch, shake our butts or do a walk that looks more like 
a limp? 
We are who we are and that's something we cannot forget 
Aren't you tired of running and running , running from the shadow w/ it's 
cunning talk .. ."You're apart of me now and I cant let you go. I'll leave you 
trapped behind a door, caught between four walls and a concrete floor. I'll 
leave you dry w/ my poisonnnnnnnous lies. I swallow yourmoney and leave 
you broke w/ out a place to hang your coat. I'll sling you down my slippery 
slope to nowhere. I think I can, I think I can, I think I can .. .. 1 know I will 
trap you . ." 
Hook: "Wor1d ... lt's either judge me now, would you love me if I was out and 
with out a doubt will you still be there for me." 
We don't have to sit here and rewind .. . and rewind and rewind and rewind 
and pause to the slow motion moving matrix that takes us .. . ln this mix 
minded, mix media, mix communication and with out communication how can 
we form relation ... ships? 
It's a trip how people get caught in the barbecue sauce of love. People get 
lost in translation with L.O.V.E. when Liveliness and Love are replaced by 
lust, it's a must that we escape these One night stand affairs. When vicious 
physical violence is put in and the velvety smooth touch isn't. Eager to get 
in each others draws but when it all falls, but when it all falls down both 
of you are not physically, emotionally and financially equipped for 
parenthood. And how could you because you're a child still stuck in 
childhood. 
And the shadow chases and your running and running, running, and when 
you're trapped behind a door, caught between four walls and a concrete 
floor. I've become the TROJAN MANNNNIII Whose just given the best 2 
minutes and 32 seconds of your life span. 
Untitled 
By Peter Jiminez; Lane Tech H.S. 
Tell me if this life is worth living, 
watching as the people go dying. 
1 
I, Don't know what to do, 
I try so hard to help you. 
Yet nothing I touch turns to gold, 
What have I done, my soul is sold. 
I wish to enchant such a beautiful dream, 
But nothing in this world, is what it seems. 
Yet I don't know the meaning of this story, 
I do not know why I still say sorry. 
I know, yes I know, that I am forgiving, 
Yet you do not know now, what I am saying. 
Live your life to your fullest, 
Because life Is the biggest. 
Do not try to live by their rules, 
Because in the end they are the fools. 
Live your life to the desire inside, 
Because it is your journey to decide. 
Hold onto what you're wishing for, 
Let go of the tormented floor. 
So open up your eyes to what you see, 
Then live and walk to what you want to be. 
So this will be the final chapter, 
Look for everything you are after. 
Write the page, of destiny, 
You will write, beautifully. 
Defined 
By Jonnlce Clanton 
Staring at myself in this mirror, 
I begin to think. 
How should I be defined! 
Most people would define me as 
Loud, obnoxious, and mean 
Others may say ... 
No, she's not that bad, 
Just a little misguided 
But one thing I hate, 
I mean I HATE with a passion, 
Is when people define me 
for the things I've done in the past 
or the things I've yet to overcome 
Just because I was naive then, doesn't mean I am now 
So, staring at myself in this mirror, 
I define MYSELF 
As a beautiful, intelligent, open-minded young woman, 
I just wish others can see me that way too 
Instead of how they saw me before 
So. from now on, I refuse to be another defined statistic. 
I'm gonna take charge of myselfl 
And if I'm gone be defined ... 
I'm gonna let my definition 
Stand out 
Is it Hip-Hop for Hip- Hop 
by Morgan Cleveland 
Charity Taitt 
Is it hip-hop for hip-hop ? 
Or hip-hop for change the new change 
That we face 
Drug Dealing and Sexin videos 
Mase is back, without game intact 
Five long years,welcome is nothing but a 
rhyme 
Is it hip-hop for hip-hop ? 
Or is it all the bling and shop? 
Hip-Hop spin off of the old times 
BE BOP, jamming, and swinging 
No crimes 
Is it hip-hop for hip-hop ? 
I think its hip-hop for me 
Their songs seem to represent the teens 
Of this America what we go through 
And times of distress we put in a hip-hop cd 
and we rest 
S.A.D. Sad and Doughtrul 
by Roberto Hernandez 
Hubbard High School 
I see something that I like 
Something I could want 
I think about her every night 
I think about her at any time 
I look at myself 
What do I see? 
I even think of death 
A broken hearted guy like me 
Who loves me or who likes me? 
Nobody I know 
Is it eternity 
Or is it sorrow 
Why did god put me here on this 
earth? 
For people could call me names 
Or when my mom gave me birth 
Or put me here to shame 
Do I have a life? 
That I have earned 
Could it be a lie? 
That my life has burned 
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88-Year-Old Drought Over 
NE Rle 
BY Sophia Lugo 
Lane Tech 
The White Sox have done it! 
They are headed to the Worfd 
Series for the first time in 46 years. 
They beat the Los Angeles 
Angels of Anaheim m a best of 
seven series in JUSt hve games 
The Angels took the first game 
over at U S. Cellular Field against 
the pitchmg ace Jose Contreas 
Then. the Wh1te Sox went on to 
wm a controversial Game 2 w1th a 
running stnke out by A.J 
P1erz1nski, which the ump1res d1d 
not overturn. After this crucial 
play, White Sox manager Ozzie Guillen put m Pablo Ozuna to pmch run and 
Ozuna succeeded in stealing second base. Following this, Joe Crede had 
an RBI hit to score the run to win the game. Then. the White Sox went on 
to win the next three games to clinch their spot m the World Series. 
The White Sox pitching dommated the Angels. In all four of the White Sox 
wins their pitchers went all n1ne innings. Mark Buehrle, Jon Garland, Freddy 
Garcia. and Jose Contreas shut down the Angels offense. The Angels had a 
team batting average of .175 during the entire series and only scored 11 runs. 
To get this far the White Sox also had to play the Boston Red Sox in the 
American League Division Series. The White Sox swept the Boston Red Sox 
in three games. So the defending World Champions were sent home earlier 
than hoped for. 
All is bright on the South Side these days. There are no more diSappointed 
fans. They have forgotten the loss in the 1959 World Series to the Los Angeles 
Dodgers, and the thrown World Series of the Black Sox in 1919. Sox fans 
are holding their heads high and hoping for their first World Series in 88 
years. 
The World Series buzz is amazing. Tickets went on sale on Tuesday 
October 18th. They sold out in just 18 minutes. Game one of seven of 
the World Series will be at U.S. Cellular Field on Saturday October 22nd. 
The Sox will be playing the Houston Astros for the title of World. 
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N E Vj_S FLA SJ::j SPoRTs 
NUL Goes on Strike 
Just about a year ago the National 
Hockey League. NHL, went on stnke. The stnke 
was partly because the players thought they 
deserved to be pa1d better. However, after 
nearly one year of negotiations, the NHL 1S back. 
Alter commg to agreements on July 13 the pro-
fessional hockey world was backon its feet 
Their 2006-2006 season began on October 5 
On open1ng night of the1r new season, for the f1rst 
lime, all th1rty NHL teams played on this day 
ushl com 
The NHL IS trymg to bUild up the1r fan base agam so they are puttmg 
"Thank you fans· on the 1ce 1n every arena Now all the NHL can 
hope for IS a season that goes smoothly and that fans will come out 
to the games once agam. 
Michelle Wie Goes Pro 
The teenage women's golf superstar. 
Michelle W1e, announced In early 
October that she IS going pro This 
15 year-old girl has already caught 
the eye of many people in the golf 
world . She has now officially gone 
pro and has announced endorse-
ments by N1ke and Sony These 
endorsements are worth an esti-
mated ten million dollars a year. 
Wie had already competed in many 
LPGA events, but now she can 
compete m e1ght events each year 
until she 1s 18 when she can compete 
m how ever many she pleases. Wie 
has also competed In several events 
on the men's tour. At the young age of 15 she has already made her 
mark In golf. And all before her sixteenth birthday wh1ch Is October 11 . 
h • 
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ENTERTAINMENT REVIEWS 
By:Gellsa Smith 
School of the Arts at South Shore Campus High School 
The Original Panckake House 
Hello, Chicago Teens I'm back to let you know what's going on 
Reb Lobster 
What happens when that restaurant in a spe-
cific location gives a food chain an overall bad 
look? As we all know some restaurants food 
chains often hold good reputations 
at your chi-town restaurants. Every time a new issue of New 
Expressions is released I will be informing you of the "Do-
visir, "Don't- visit," restaurants. In my personal opinion it 
works best for the employees at the restaurant I'm attending -
to not know that I am a reporter. It helps to receive the "real" 
The Original when they are held in food chains. I 
Panckake House entered the Red Lobster-located at 
**** 
5201 S. Pulaski Road in your very 
own Chicago, only to 
realize that two employees were having conversation instead of 
experience when everything isn't staged. I took it upon myself 
to dine at 700 E 87th St at the Chatham Pancake House. On 
September 25th ,2005 the place was packed. As I walked in I 
couldn't help but notice how well the employees were handling 
Red Lobster 
greeting me and showing me to my table. Most of my restaurant 
reviews are never intentionally meant to be written when I go to 
certain restaurants but I couldn't help but warn my readers. When 
I finally got their attention I was seated in a cozy booth I ordered 
this busy day. Rather than being on edge and mean they were 
very calm, instructing every costumer by announcement to be 
patient and assuring them they'd be served as soon as possible. We 
were soon seated and I went on to 
order the egg specialty "Pork Chops 
and Eggs" with gravy and rice, while my 
eggs were served over medium. Our 
meal arrived and we sat and enjoyed 
the warm, cozy setting. I give Chatham 
Pancake House 4 out of 5 stars. Please 
NE Fole "Do-VIsif. 
.... 
Fettuccine Alfredo but I received 
lobster which isn't necessarily a bad 
thing , it's just that when I went on toexplain, 
they brushed me off . When my order was 
finally corrected I ate reluctantly and then 
received a bill that charged me for both the 
correct and the incorrect meal. When once again I asked for the matter to 
be corrected and I caught so much slack that I went on to ask for a 
manager.Luckily the manager was nice enough to resolve the situation 
leaving me at least partially satisfied. I give this particular Red Lobster a 
star and a half. 
'Harry Potter Faces Obstacles in 'Goblet' 
Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince 
By May Millon 
Lake View High School 
Harry Potter's sixth term at Hogwarts 
was even more dangerous than ever. 
Now that the Dark Lord known as 
Voldemort has come back, old followers 
from the Dark Lord went back to protect 
him. Many people in the wizard and 
muggle world are being attacked by the 
Death Eaters. 
Harry, Ron and Hermione's relationship and friendship 
grown to anothe level. J.K. Rowling made her char-
acter more interesting and funny which fans go crazy 
for. Harry fall ing in love with Ginny Weasley was 
enormous, they're the perfect couple. Ron and 
Hermione have an unrequited love for one another. 
Treachery and betrayal had played along in the story, 
new mysteries. Dumbledore, the Headmaster of 
Hogwarts, had 
18 
showed Harry the past of the Dark Lord. Harry had dis-
covered many things about Voldemort's immortality. Harry 
had found out that Voldemort used curses to regain his 
power by splitting souls and killing people to live longer. 
However Voldermort's souls are hidden in different objects. 
Two were already destroyed, from the past previous term, 
the sorcerer stone and Voldemort's diary. Harry and 
Dumbledore must find those objects to stop the Dark Lord 
from doing evil. 
Dumbledore was murdered by Snape, which Harry had wit-
nessed. If Dumbledore trusted Snape so much why did 
Snape kill Dumbledore? Maybe to lead Dark Lord's side in 
which Snape would be back to their clan. What if Snape is 
just pretending? And Dumbledore can't go wrong on who he 
can trust- after all he is the greatest wizard of all time. 
Maybe Dumbledore's death is just a hoax or a plan to attack 
Voldemort, who knows? But Harry is determined to kill both 
Snape and Voldemort. We shall wait and see for the next 
book. 
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Teen Life 
Embarrassing Moments From Teens 
By: May Millon 
Lake View High School 
•If was summer of 2004. mtd.June when my boyfnend, Robert. had a 
family party. I had to prepare myself because t111s is when I meet all 
of his relahves at lhts party. It was hiS cousm's btrthdsy and hts 
graduah'on party. So, here we were eahng. laughmg and all. Robert 
and my boy/nand's fnend, Michael dectded to play besketbell. I 
played one-on-one mth Michael. And I was pretty much good at 
shoohng the ball and stealmg tf. But all that changed when Robert's 
cousins came. There were about seven boys. When they weren ~ 
walking by us I would make the shots. However; all that changed. I 
don't know what got into me. But. the moment they came by, I !ned to 
look good but when I made a shot, it went over the whole hoop. It 
was so embarrassmg. Hts coustn. Nerd, saki. "wtloa, that's just a 
little bit off. • Oh my gosh. Just too embarrassmg. Everybody laughed. 
I didn't want to play basketball m front of them anymore • 
Kristine D1vtmgrac1a, 
15-years-old, sophomore, 
Amundsen H1gh School 
*I was in 5th grade and tl was in the mommg when If happened, !tke 
10 am. It seems Ilks I had food potsonmg dunng breakfast I !ned to 
keep the poop from commg out for Ilks 20 mmutes. Then half of the 
class could smell tt and everybody knew that I did tl. Then, I asked 
the teacher if I could go to the restroom. My mom ptcks me up for an 
earty dlsmtssal. I ;ilst don't want to look back at somethmg ltke that • 
Anonymous, 
17 -years-old, JUnior, 
Lane Tech 
'My most embarrassmg moment was when I was about 10 and I was 
singmg m front of the whole famt/y. I got so nervous that I didn't smg 
as well as I could. • 
Shenel Rtmando, 
17 -years-old, senior, 
Park High School 
*I was m 2nd grade when I wet my pants. I asked the teacher tf I 
could go but she satd 'no. ' She satd I had to walt unttl the other 
p erson comes back from the bathroom Then several mmutes passed 
and the girl m the bathroom had not come back. So each mmute that 
passed the more I had to go. So, I asked my teacher again and she 
said to wait. I just could not hold tl anymore. I really had to go. I tned 
so hard not to wet my pants but unfortunately I did. My fnend found 
out, so he told the teacher I had peed. The teacher then called the 
janitor to clean my mess. I was so embarrassed then the teacher 
said, 'Well, you should have satd it was an emergency.' I was so mad, 
but mostly embarrassed. • 
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Carolina Villegas, 
15-years-old, sophomore 
Lake View High 
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ENTERTAINMENT 
r o s co p 
Scorpio OCT 24-NOV 21 
Put effort in all of your work and stop slacking off. Focus 
to your responsibility and then you can go back and play 
your video games. 
Sagittarius NOV 22-DEC 21 
Be careful on whatever decision you make. lf you think 
you can't do it let that person know. 
Capricorn DEC 22-JAN 19 
Your too focus with that issue, try to loosen up a bit. 
e 
~ Aquarius JAN 20-FEB 18 
You'll be busy this month, but make sure you finish the 
most important. 
Pisces FEB 19-MAR 20 
Don't be afraid to take risks, you'll do just fine on what-
ever decisions you make. 
Aries MAR 21-APR 19 
Try to settle things before moving to the second assignment 
and remember to organize notes. 
Taurus APR 2Q-MAY 20 
Been working hard lately? Go shopping to relieve the stress. 
Don't forget to bring your friends with you. 
Gem1nl MAY 21-JUNE 21 
Don't make promises that you can't keep it will only ruin 
friendship. 
Cancer JUNE 22-JULY 22 
Finish what you started and don't give up, just hang on Your 
close in reaching that goal, just hang on and everything will be 
fine. 
Leo JULY 23-AUG 22 
You're in control with your money and try having fun at the 
same time. 
Virgo AUG 23-SEPT 22 
You crave something very rare: silence Investigate a way to get 
away to solitude 
__{'\_ Libra SEPT 23 OCT 23 
Your always busy, try resting and sleep early. Trying new things is 
good but try limiting the others that are not important. 
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Revenge Of The Sith 
e (2 Disc) - DVD 
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Chicken Llttre 
In theaters 
2005 
50 Cent: Refuse 
to Die- DVD 
I 
Kanye West Concert 
UIC Pavillion 
Harry Potter and 
the Goblet of Fire 
CLAY AIKEN holiday 
show at 7:30 PM 
In the Mix & Rent 
In theaters 
• 
Dave Matthews 
Band Concert 
• 
